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      HD IP cameras are one of the fastest growing cat-
egories in consumer electronics, both stand-alone and 
cloud camera solutions, or part of a monitored busi-
ness and home security offering. There are hundreds 
of reasons, but the common theme for purchasing   
video recording solutions is peace of mind!

With the rapid developments in IoT devices, homes 
and businesses are benefiting from solutions that 
centralize the management of reliable and affordable  
products and services. System integrators and ISPs 
may now install SMC Networks’ Secure Watch camer-
as and bill customers directly from the IgniteNet Cloud 
Controller.

Watch, Command, and Secure 
your valuable assets 
at Anytime, from Anywhere.

SMC Wi-Fi HD IP Cameras SMC POE HD IP Cameras



IgniteNet™ and SMC Networks

IgniteNet and SMC Networks make it possible for  
businesses and homes to take advantage of cloud-
based video recording  solutions billed and man-
aged directly through the IgniteNet Cloud Controller.

SMC’s Secure Watch provides video monitoring di-
rectly from your smartphone, iPad, or PC from the 
office, home, or on-the-go. Users can simultane-
ously monitor multiple locations, including remote  
facilities – all you need are IP cameras and a broad-
band connection. View, communicate with and pro-
tect your pets, family, elderly, and employees as they  
respond to events or situations 24/7, with off-site,  
protected long-term video storage. Stay at home 
and monitor, investigate, and resolve remote situa-
tions in the offices, stores, or vacation homes. Easily 
search, playback, document, and export event vid-
eos from a timeline on a mobile app. The dynamic  
compression technologies, provide clear HD images 
combined with a peer-to-peer connection to reduce 
both bandwidth and network latency.

IgniteNet is taking a fresh approach to wireless  
networks with a focus on simplicity, ease of use, 
and performance. IgniteNet provides the easiest 
and lowest cost solutions to grow networks with a 
wide range of access points and switches. Behind all  
IgniteNet’s networking equipment is the IgniteNet 
Cloud Controller, delivering easy, powerful and afford-
able cloud-managed Wi-Fi worldwide. Both SMBs and 
enterprise customers can rely on IgniteNet 
to support their Wi-Fi needs 
through a comprehensive 
and flexible portfolio 
of solutions.

Together, IgniteNet and SMC Networks can help SIs/
ISPs to drive recurring revenue through the addition 
of apps and services all layered within the IgniteNet 
Cloud Controller.

        Cloud-based, video surveillance system with cameras that are 
easy to install and scale.



Secure Watch for BUSINESS

VERTICAL MARKETS

aMonitor day-to-day operations.

aPrevent vandalism and create safe environments.

aHelp deter dine-and-dashers from patronizing  
your restaurant.

aExcellent operational tool to monitor people flow 
and wait services.

aCurtail possibility of theft, liability, and injury 
claims.

aRemote surveillance with smartphone and tablet 
viewing when on-the-go.

aMore detailed dashboard view and analysis using 
the PC console.

Strong Protection of Privacy with 
End-to-End Encryption

• Restaurants
• Warehouses 
• Education
• Retail 
• Critical infrastructure

1080p HD IP cameras and 24/7 cloud-based video  
surveillance-as-a-service  (VSaaS) from SMC Net-
works are reliable solutions to help you watch over 
your business. Flexible and intuitive solutions give you  
unprecedented control and prevention. Also, they are 
scalable to meet your customers’ operating budget 
and take advantage of sophisticated video analytics.

The Secure Watch Mobile app lets 
you view the live and recorded video 
obtained from SMC cloud video 
surveillance cameras anywhere, 
anytime.

Two-way video communication 
can make police response more 
effective during active-emer-
gency situations by helping 
direct the first responders to 
the location of the threat.



Affordable, high-quality and high-performance 
IP cameras at a competitive price.

Secure Watch for HOME

SMC Networks, Inc. is headquartered in Irvine, CA 
and is a subsidiary of Accton with almost 30 years 
of design and manufacturing experience in the 
networking, security, and IoT industries. Accton was 
founded in 1988 with headquarters in Taiwan and 
employs 4,000 people worldwide. For more informa-
tion, please visit http://na.smc.com

Headquartered in Irvine, CA IgniteNet™ is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of SMC Networks, Inc. IgniteNet 
has a proven track record of producing powerful, re-
liable, easy to deploy, and innovative cloud managed 
wireless solutions worldwide, focusing on Enterprises 
and Service Providers. For more information, please 
visit http://www.ignitenet.com.

Home + Events
Relax, knowing that your home is safe 24/7 with 
Secure Watch. Receive immediate notifications for 
movement or sound, automatically record the event, 
and securely store your video history.

Family + Secure
Keep an eye on what you love! Secure Watch keeps 
an eye on your family members from room to room or 
from thousands of miles away. 

Animals + Care
Who let the dog out? Will you feed my cats? Watch 
this trick “Speak” Secure Watch allows you to talk and 
listen to your best friends.

Helpers + Complete
Stop worrying about your hired help, window clean-
er, plumber, carpenter, babysitter, or maids.  Watch to 
make sure that everything is okay.

Email: info@ignitenet.com Email:sales@smc.com or           
customer.service@smc.com


